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 "WHY DO I NEED A WORK
FROM HOME KIT?"

-That's probably what you're thinking, since you've opened this .PDF,

and the answer is simple.

 

The Coronavirus, known scientifically as COVID-19 has unexpectedly impacted both

our work and personal lives as the largest organizations in the U.S. and worldwide

scramble to adapt to work from home models to prevent spread of the virus and

follow new temporary quarantine laws that are being passed daily state by state.

 

It is a time of high stress as people rush to get the supplies they need, and some in

the service sector are facing the possibility of losing their jobs. For those of us

working from home, the idea of suddenly changing over can be stressful - but it

doesn't have to be.

 

As first the federal government, and then the governments of North and South

Carolina, where our offices are based, began requesting that businesses have

employees work from home we began seeing a need in the community to address the

security concerns around suddenly having to work from home. We've decided to put

together this step-by-step guide to take work from home stress out of your life so

that you can more effectively stay healthy and not dip in productivity all at the same

time.

 

Our guide is in step order, and organized by chapters from one to five. 

Reach chapter five and feel your stress melt away.

 



 NOTIFY YOUR IT
DEPARTMENT & BE AWARE

Let your organization’s IT department know that you will be working from home, 

and how long the duration will be, before you begin working from home. This will

give them time to apply any appropriate security updates to your equipment before

you start.

 

Good Sense is the Best Protection

Against cyberattacks, particularly phishing – the act of using

misleading landing pages, websites, calls, texts, emails, or IMs to collect personal

information. If a communication feels out of place, it is likely a phishing attempt.

 

Incident Reporting

Should a cybersecurity incident occur, do you know how to report it appropriately?

Who is it reported to and when?

 

Staying in Communication

It is recommended to continuously stay in contact with your fellow employees, even

though you aren’t in the office, preferably in real time. Solutions such as Skype,

Microsoft Teams, and Slack are available, alongside other online solutions.

 

 

 



 SECURE YOUR HOME
NETWORK

Disable PIN-Based Authentication

If you are utilizing a poorly secured home network, you might as 

well had not put a password on at all. Without proper security protocols, 

anyone with a wireless device could potentially connect and gain access to your

network. This could potentially leak vulnerable information to cybercriminals.

 

Secure and Update Your Modem

If you have questions, it is best to call your Internet Service Provider (ISP) – they

will be able to walk you through the steps to secure your home modem, depending on

what equipment they have provided you. In the best case, they should be able to

patch the software remotely.

 

Secure and Update your WiFi AP or “Router”

Many Internet Service Providers (ISP) include a WiFi Access Point (WAP) with the

service, at no additional cost. Sometimes the ISP can help you configure that WAP

and sometimes they’ll ask you to do it yourself. Regardless of who configures it,

ensure that it is configured properly, do not take for granted that it was setup

correctly and securely when first installed.

 

PIN-based authentications are unsafe, as if a hacker gains access to the pin, it will

allow them to join the network uncontrolled, as many consumer-level routers do not

offer two-factor authentication for PINs, or are difficult to set up. The use of a PIN

also cancels out the 16-character standard WPA password generically used with the

router, making it much more unsafe.

 



 SECURE YOUR HOME
NETWORK

Change the Default Administrator Password

Enable WPA2 Encryption

Ensure You Have Passwords Set on All Networks

Disconnect Unverified or Unused Services

Utilize a Guest Network for other Devices and Guests

User manuals and password master-lists are widely available online. Using these lists,

hackers can easily brute force entry into a home network, entering each password

manually until the right one is found. While this is time consuming, the payoff can be

huge.

 

 

It is best to keep a password on every network, even your guest networks. Not

having a password on a network is akin to leaving your front door wide open.  Not

only does it defeat the purpose of having separate networks, but it invites people to

connect and “look around.”

 

Have an internet-enabled coffee maker that you no longer use?

It is important to remove it from your network – as cybercriminals can use

these weak ends as entry points onto your home network.

 

A guest network segregates work from play via a separate password/username and

access point, meaning that the chance of infection dramatically decreases. Each

guest receives their own SSID and password, maintaining a high degree of

separation amongst devices.

 

 

 



 SECURE YOUR HOME
NETWORK

Set Up a Wi-Fi On-Off Schedule

Name your hotspot (mobile network) something unique and memorable to make it

easy to find when you are around multiple networks. This will prevent you from

accidentally joining any unknown networks.

Just like the firewall on a router, your hotspot must be properly configured as

well.

Without access, a hacker can’t enter your network. Using an

on-off schedule prevents cybercriminals from entering your network while you

sleep, giving them 8 hours to roam freely on your network.

 

Alternative WiFi Options

Should you be concerned about the security of your home

network due to the number of users or prior infections, it would be best to use

an alternative method such as a wireless hotspot. (Generally available

through your mobile service provider.)

 

Wireless Hotspot Tips

 



 UPDATE OR PATCH
HOME SYSTEMS

Enable Automatic Updates

Track Windows 10 Updates

In the office, you have the advantage of an IT department looking 

after the network, ensuring that all equipment is working at maximum and properly

patched – unfortunately, unless you’re the CEO, you likely lack the option of calling

a tech in to, patch, and correct your home network into shape. Before you start

buying pizza for your neighbor’s kid in exchange for tech support, take a breather –

updating your home equipment isn’t as difficult as it sounds.

 

General Tips

Most devices and software offer an option for automatic updates, if they are

connected to the internet. Many will not allow the device or software to be launched

until the proper updates have been applied, in the interest of security.

On Windows 10, use the “View Update History” function to ensure the latest updates

have been installed.

 

Install a Firewall:

If you’re going to be working from home regularly or for any extended period install

a hardware-based firewall. Think of firewalls like the Great Wall of China – it is

designed to be a difficult barrier to keep viruses and malware out, while letting

important information and data in through approved checkpoints. Therefore most

security experts across the board recommend installing a separate, hardware-based

firewall (assuming you have one).

 



 UPDATE OR PATCH
HOME SYSTEMS

Utilize a Strong Security Software

While the Windows 10 environment does come prepacked with some security tools

and a Windows-customized antivirus software entitled “Windows Defender”, it is not

completely infallible and lacks certain features such as email, IM, and adware

coverage. It also has been ranked low in antivirus tests regularly over the past few

years. If you’re working from home Should you be working from home regularly, it

could be prudent to ask your IT department what antivirus software solutions are

available.

 



 MONITOR OR UPDATE
PASSWORDS

Passwords can be difficult territory, mainly because it is so 

difficult to come up with new variations that are memorable. However, there are

some ways to combat this problem:

 

Strong, Unique Passwords

Make sure all accounts are secured with a unique, separate password. See our blog

on www.SecurityFirstIT.com to see the latest password recommendations for 2020 if

you’re looking to create new ones.

 

(https://securityfirstit.com/new-2020-password-management-recommendations-by-

the-nist-and-fbi/)

 

Password Manager?

Everyone has a difficult time memorizing all those different passwords, luckily that’s

where password managers come into play. Password managers act like vaults,

storing passwords and usernames for safekeeping. Should you visit a website which

a username and password are saved for, the fields will autofill, allowing you to log in

quickly.

 

Enable Multi-Factor/Two-Factor Authentication

Multi-Factor/Two-Factor Authentication requires a user to verify their identity via a

second or multiple other methods before being allowed to log in or change account

details. This can be either by using something called an Authenticator Application or,

more commonly by sending a text message or telephone call. While the last two

options aren’t as secure as the Authenticator App., they are still good options.

 

https://securityfirstit.com/new-2020-password-management-recommendations-by-the-nist-and-fbi/
https://securityfirstit.com/new-2020-password-management-recommendations-by-the-nist-and-fbi/


 DON'T MIX HOME AND
BUSINESS USE

Let’s face it, the moment a shiny new electronic enters the house, 

everyone all the way down to the pets are interested. (We’ve all seen the YouTube

videos of cats chasing wireless mice and CD drives opening and closing.) However,

business data and home data should not be mixed.

 

Separate work and home, and keep your work data on a separate device, which only

authorized users can access. Not only do you not want information accidentally

deleted, changed, or shared – but in the worst case, the device could be infected

with viruses or malware.

 

 

 



 ADDITIONAL READING

Business Planning

Coronavirus Pandemic Planning for Businesses      

https://securityfirstit.com/coronavirus-pandemic-planning-for-businesses/

 

Cybersecurity

New 2020 Password Management Recommendations by the NIST and FBI      

https://securityfirstit.com/new-2020-password-management-recommendations-by-

the-nist-and-fbi/

Quick Guide on Setting Up Windows 10 for More Privacy

https://securityfirstit.com/quick-guide-on-setting-up-windows-10-for-more-privacy/

Effective Strategies for Securing a Computer Network

https://securityfirstit.com/effective-strategies-for-securing-a-computer-network/

 

Data Security and Performance

How Effective Data Backup Can Prevent Falling Victim to a Ransomware Attack

https://securityfirstit.com/how-effective-data-backup-can-prevent-falling-victim-

to-a-ransomware-attack/

What Happens to a Deleted File?

https://securityfirstit.com/what-happens-to-a-deleted-file/

 

Internet Performance

Wi-Fi vs Ethernet – How Much Better is a Wired Connection?

https://securityfirstit.com/wifi-vs-ethernet-how-much-better-is-a-wired-

connection/

 

https://securityfirstit.com/coronavirus-pandemic-planning-for-businesses/
https://securityfirstit.com/new-2020-password-management-recommendations-by-the-nist-and-fbi/
https://securityfirstit.com/quick-guide-on-setting-up-windows-10-for-more-privacy/
https://securityfirstit.com/effective-strategies-for-securing-a-computer-network/
https://securityfirstit.com/how-effective-data-backup-can-prevent-falling-victim-to-a-ransomware-attack/
https://securityfirstit.com/what-happens-to-a-deleted-file/
https://securityfirstit.com/wifi-vs-ethernet-how-much-better-is-a-wired-connection/


ABOUT SECURITY
FIRST IT

 

When IT problems bring your business operations to a

stand still you don't just need a fast response, you

need a quick resolution to get your business back to

100%. We pride ourselves on super quick response and

resolution for our clients. Our goal is to solve each

support request correctly the first time. Our

professional engineers and technicians are courteous

and friendly, even when things get tense.

 

In today's world, there are bad people lurking around

every corner who want to steal your data, steal your

money and ultimately steal your peace of mind. With

such a minefield of threats, risks, and vulnerabilities

all trying to destroy your business, how well do you

sleep at night? We can ensure you sleep well every

night by protecting your business with an arsenal of

affordable cyber security solutions.

 

Possessing knowledge is one thing, understanding how

to apply it is another. We constantly train our team

beyond the typical IT provider. As a Managed

Security Services Provider (MSSP), we focus on

putting security first in all we do. After all, it's in our

name! We also include our team in all aspects of our

business so they have a firsthand understanding of

what our client's challenges are and how we can best

solve them. We're not just an IT company. We're a

partner in your business at every level.
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